We describe a unified active transfer learning framework called Hierarchical Active Transfer Learning (HATL). HATL exploits cluster structure shared between different data domains to perform transfer learning by imputing labels for unlabeled target data and to generate effective label queries during active learning. The resulting framework is flexible enough to perform not only adaptive transfer learning and accelerated active learning but also unsupervised and semi-supervised transfer learning. We derive an intuitive and useful upper bound on HATL's error when used to infer labels for unlabeled target points. We also present results on synthetic data that confirm both intuition and our analysis. Finally, we demonstrate HATL's empirical effectiveness on a benchmark data set for sentiment classification.
Introduction
In the era of big data, one major challenge confronting us is that typically only a small portion of the vast data is labeled, since annotation is often both time consuming and costly. This can limit the performance of predictive models and their ability to generalize to new observations. In response to this challenge, researchers have explored two complementary directions: transfer learning and active learning.
The goal of transfer learning (and related techniques, such as domain adaptation), is to leverage the labeled data from a related source domain (or task) to compensate for lack of (labeled) data in a target domain. Transfer learning has seen significant success in applications, such as computer vision [16] and natural language processing [12] . However, it is also notorious for producing negative transfer, where transferring source knowledge hinders learning in the target domain, especially when zero target labels are available [14] .
In some applications, we have access to a label oracle with limited query budget. In these cases, active learning can identify a small set of examples that, if labeled, will help to train effective predictive models.
A vibrant area of machine learning research over the past decade, active learning has produced a number of practical and theoretical breakthroughs, as well as a wide spectrum of algorithms [17, 5] . Nonetheless, active learning is not a panacea; in particular, it has a circular dependency on data. In order to pose good label queries, we must have a reasonably good classifier; in order to train a good classifier, we need labeled data. When starting with no labels (i.e., a cold start), most active learners must resort to random sampling [5, 10] .
In this paper, we develop a new hierarchical clustering-based framework, named Hierarchical Active Transfer Learning (HATL), that combines these two learning schemes. It takes as input a cluster tree built on source and target data and uses cluster structure and label information from both domains to impute labels on the full data set (source and target). During early learning it relies heavily on labeled source points but gradually incorporates feedback from target label inquiries to refine both its clustering and its label imputation. This accelerates the learning process and mitigates the cold start problem. We derive an intuitive and useful upper bound on HATL's error when used to infer labels for unlabeled target points and present results on synthetic data that deliver insight into our theoretical analysis. We demonstrate HATL's empirical effectiveness on a benchmark data set for sentiment classification.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the related work. The proposed framework is introduced in Section 3, followed by theoretical analysis in Section 4. Finally, we provide experimental results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
Related Work
There is a growing body of excellent research on combining active learning with transfer learning [15, 13] , but the topic still has many open problems and gaps to bridge between theory and practice. [15] represents some of the earliest active transfer learning work and describes a simple but intuitive solution that uses a sourcetrained classifier as a cost-free surrogate for the target label oracle. The paper analyzes label complexity and error rates and demonstrates convincing empirical results. This approach uses uncertainty region sampling, which can be susceptible to bias and local optima [5] . [4] proposes an optimization-based framework (JO-TAL) for adaptive transfer learning with feedback from batch target label queries. What makes this framework unique is its choice of objective function: instead of target classification error, it optimizes the similarity (measured using kernel maximum mean discrepancy [8] ) between labeled source and target and remaining unlabeled target data points. Empirical results suggest that JOTAL is one of the most effective active transfer learning frameworks to date. The algorithm, however, lacks a rigorous theoretical treatment and uses a quadratic programming formulation that may require modification to scale up to large data sets.
[19] describes a theoretically rigorous Bayesian framework for active transfer learning, based on priordependent learning. Assuming a prior distribution over model parameters can accelerate active learning, but this requires access to the prior [18] . [19] shows that in sequential transfer learning settings, the prior is identifiable and places an upper bound on the number of samples required from each domain. However, there is no limit on the number of tasks that may be required, and the paper presents no experimental results.
A recent paper that bridges the gap between theoretical soundness and empirical effectiveness is [10] , which presents a principled framework called transfer-accelerated, importance weighted consistent active learning (TIWCAL). The authors combine the agnostic active learning algorithm of [1] with transfer learning based on minimizing a convex combination of source and target errors [2] . They provide efficient algorithm and derive an intuitive upper bound on target classification error. Their empirical results show that TIWCAL can improve target task performance while reducing the number of target label queries. This approach, however, suffers from the use of static transfer learning, based on an a priori choice of domain weights.
The Proposed Framework
In this section, we introduce our Hierarchical Active Transfer Learning (HATL) framework. We define notation in Section 3.1, briefly review Hierarchical Sampling for Active Learning (HSAL) [6] in Section 3.2, and describe HATL in Section 3.3.
3.1 Notation: Let X denote a finite sample of data points from a distribution D. Let f be a true labeling function, so that the label of a point x is f (x). We will add subscripts to denote samples and distributions for different domains (e.g., X T , D T , and f T for the target domain). We will view learning as searching for a hypothesis h ∈ H. Now let T denote the binary tree representing a hierarchical clustering of the data points in X . For any node (or cluster) v in T , let T v denote the hierarchy of nodes (or subtree) rooted at v. In particular, T = T root . If we descend far enough down T v , we reach a leaf node x, which is a data point. Denote the set of points associated with arbitrary v as X(v). Each v has two child nodes u 1 and u 2 , such that X(v) = X(u 1 ) ∪ X(u 2 ). Trivially, X(x) = {x} for leaf nodes. A pruning P v is a subset of non-overlapping nodes of T v that contains all points associated with v: X(v) = u∈Pv X(u). P is a pruning of the complete tree T . A labeling function L(v) is a mapping of a node v to a label (e.g., L(v) : v → ±1).
A Brief Review of HSAL:
The Hierarchical Sampling for Active Learning (HSAL) [6] algorithm was introduced in [6] and is described in detail in Appendix 7.
1 HSAL begins with a cluster tree T over N points in X and a label query budget of B. At all times, it maintains a current P and L for T , with initial values of P = {root} and L(root) = +1. Each iteration of HSAL consists of four main steps. First, it queries labels for a batch of b unlabeled points. Second, it estimates the label proportions in each v ∈ P . Next, it updates P by replacing any node v with its children if it has a high label disagreement (i.e., high likelihood that the label proportions are equal, quantified using confidence intervals). Finally, it updates L by letting L(v) equal the estimated majority label for each v. Label queries are made by choosing first a cluster v from P and then an unlabeled point x from X(v). [6] suggests choosing v with probability proportional to both its size and uncertainty about its majority label.
Upon termination, HSAL produces a fully labeled data set Y = {(x,ŷ(x)) : ∀x ∈ X } by assigninĝ y(x) = L(v) to each x ∈ X(v). Y can be used to train any classifier. This label imputation step may assign some incorrect labels, but it also avoids the sample selection bias suffered by other active learning algorithms [6] . The goal of HSAL, then, is to use B label queries to search for P and L with the minimum possible label imputation error (P, L), where
). This is the error when each point is assigned the label L(v) of its associated cluster v in P . It can be thought of as transductive classification error on the clustered data.
Hierarchical Active Transfer Learning:
In active transfer learning, we have labeled data X S from the source domain, in addition to unlabeled target data X T . Our proposed HATL framework can leverage X S and a limited number of queried target labels to help impute labels for the full X T , which we can then use to train an accurate classifier for the target domain. HATL is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Active Transfer Learning (HATL)
Input: Hierarchical cluster tree T of unlabeled target data X T and labeled source data X S ; target label budget B and batch size b; target label oracle
UpdateNodeStatistics(x, y, root) 4: end for
end for Output: Labeled source and target data:
We begin with cluster tree T over X S ∪ X T , a label budget B and batch size b, and target label oracle. On line 1, we initialize P to the root of T and L to be an arbitrary label. Then in lines 2-4, we update the label proportion estimates for all nodes, based on labeled source points. The UpdateNodeStatistics(x, y, v) subroutine performs this update for all nodes along the path from x to v in T v . On line 5, we update P and L using the GetPruningAndLabeling(T v ) subroutine, which recursively splits nodes in T v that have high label disagreement. If the budget B > 0, we run HSAL on the mixture of source and target data but using the updated P and L (lines 6-8). Finally, we impute labels for all source and target points in lines 9-11 and output the fully labeled data sets. The UpdateNodeStatistics and GetPruningAndLabeling subroutines are implemented as in HSAL and are described in Appendix 7. Discussion. Consider P and L at line 5, following the initial update and pruning but before any target label queries. Every cluster v in P must have either a clear source majority label L(v) or a proportionally small number of labeled source points (so that L(v) could not be estimated with high confidence). Otherwise, v would have been replaced with its children. In the latter case, the source data in v will play a limited role during subsequent active learning (line 7), and the number of target queries required to choose L(v) will be similar to that in plain HSAL. In the first case, the source-based L(v) provides a strong bias about the majority label in v. If most target labels in v agree with L(v), then the bias is beneficial, and we can achieve a low label imputation error with few, if any, target label queries. If, however, most target labels in v disagree with L(v), then we must query target labels until we confirm this and split v.
A natural question to ask is under what conditions HATL might perform poorly or even worse than plain HSAL? First, suppose that source and target distributions are quite similar, forming several clear large clusters, but that source and target points within each cluster have the opposite labels. The initial pruning P (line 5) will include large clusters with relatively pure source labels but high target label imputation error. HATL may need to query a large number of target labels in order to find separate source-only and target-only clusters in order to improve its labeling. Meanwhile, HSAL will discover the large, pure target clusters with a small number of queries. Thus, HATL requires that the source and target tasks share reasonably similar labeling functions. We will formalize this intuition in Section 4. Now suppose that the source and target data share similar labeling functions but have very different cluster structures with few overlapping regions. The initial pruning (line 5) will be pure with respect to source labels but may not reflect the natural cluster structure of the target data and may group together source and target points with different labels. HATL's initial label imputation may be superior to that of HSAL, but HSAL will improve rapidly as it finds the large, pure target clusters with a small number of queries. HATL, in contrast, will likely plateau until it queries enough target labels to discover a pruning that matches the target cluster structure. Thus, the more similar the target and source distributions and cluster structure, the better HATL's performance. In Section 4 we will derive an upper bound on the target label imputation error that incorporates domain similarity.
Theoretical Analysis
Here we provide a theoretical analysis of the performance of HATL. We begin by stating our main theoretical result, which places an upper bound on the target label imputation error, given that HATL has queried a minimum number of labels required to find a relatively pure pruning of the cluster tree.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose we have constructed a cluster tree T on over N S source points drawn from D S and N T target points drawn D T . Choose δ, η > 0 and any pruning P * of T with label imputation error (P * ) ≤ η. Now assume that HATL has queried bt labels to discover pruning P . Then with probability at least 1−δ our target label imputation error T (P ) is
is the distance between the source and target distributions D S and D T [2] , ε * ST is the combined risk of the ideal hypothesis [2] , t is the number of iterations, b is the batch size (queries per iteration), D is the VC dimension of the hypothesis class, and d * and |P * | are the depth and size of P * .
This theorem places an upper bound on the target label imputation error with three intuitive terms. The first is related to the overall (source and target) label imputation error for optimal P * . The second is a distance measure between source and target data distributions, weighted by the proportion 1 − α of the data that comes from the source domain. This term is small when our tasks are similar or when N T N S . The third comes from an application of Hoeffding's inequality for bounding the deviation between empirical and true errors and will be relatively small when N T is large.
The proof, given below, builds upon Theorem 1 from [6] , which provides a guarantee about the number of label queries bt needed by HSAL to find a P with label imputation error no worse than (P * ) + η, where (P * ) ≤ η. The total number of queries, bt, depends upon the number of clusters in P * , the maximum depth d * of a cluster in P * , and choices of δ and η. 
Proof of
where A h = {x : x ∈ X where h(x) = +1}, the set of points classified as positive by h.
The d H distance is the difference between probability masses assigned by the source and target domains to A h , maximized over hypotheses h ∈ H. Throughout this paper, we will use d H with a specific hypothesis class H that consists of one nearest neighbor (1NN) classifiers that can be constructed from points in cluster tree T that have been relabeled using (P, L).
We actually use the more specialized d H∆H distance [2] , based on the symmetric difference hypothesis class: Definition 4.2. (H∆H hypothesis class [2] ) Define the symmetric difference hypothesis class as
where
label disagreement between h, h ∈ H on points from D S . This places an upper bound on the difference between source and target label disagreement for any pair of hypotheses in H. ε S (h) refers to ε S (h, f S ), label disagreement with the true labeling function f S . We now consider a convex combination of source and target errors [2] , e.g., ε α ST (h) = (1 − α)ε S (h) + αε T (h) for 0 < α < 1. Lemma 1 from [2] upper bounds the difference between combined and target risk for hypothesis h:
is the combined risk of the hypothesis in H that simultaneously minimizes source and target error [2] . This quantifies the excess risk that is due to the difficulty of the task and the differences between the labeling functions f S and f T . Most domain adaptation and transfer learning frameworks require that ε * ST be small in order to succeed [2] . Next we prove a lemma that shows that we can rewrite the label imputation error as a convex combination of source and target empirical errors: Lemma 4.1. Suppose we have run HATL on source and target samples X S and X T and discovered pruning P . The label imputation error (P ) can be rewritten as
where h P is a 1NN classifier induced by P ; ε XS , ε XT , and ε α XST are the source, target, and combined empirical errors using X S , X T , and X ST = X S ∪ X T ; and α = NT NS+NT .
Proof.
The next lemma, adapted from Lemma 2 of [2] , bounds the deviation between empirical and true combined risk: Lemma 4.2. Suppose H has finite VC dimension D and that we have finite samples X S and X T of N S and N T source and target points, respectively. Then with probability 1 − δ we have Proof. This is a straightforward application of Lemma 2 from [2] , which says that
where γ = N T /N . In our case, γ = α. This is a standard Hoeffding inequality bound, assuming finite VC dimension D. Ordinarily, 1NN classifiers have infinite VC dimension, but our hypothesis class is a subset of 1NN classifiers that can be created using prunings of our cluster tree T . There is only a finite number of such prunings. Thus, H is a finite hypothesis space with VC dimension D ≤ log 2 |H| [9] .
Finally, we combine Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 with Theorem 1 from [6] to prove Theorem 4.1. In the following proof, Steps 1 and 5 are by definition. Steps 2 and 4 apply Lemma 4.2, first to the target-only error (with N T target points), then to the combined error. Because N T ≤ N , log(2N T )/N T ≥ log(2N )/N , so we use N T instead of N so that we have only one square root term. The actual bound (using N ) is tighter.
Step 3 applies Lemma 1 from [2] to upper bound the combined error.
Step 6 applies Theorem 1 from [6] to place an upper bound on the label imputation error of P , assuming that we have queried bt labels.
Discussion of Theorem 4.1:
This theorem represents a useful guide to understanding and applying HATL. We can expect it to perform best when the source and target distributions are similar and when we have relatively large data sets. However, we should be careful when interpreting its guarantees, as it makes strong assumptions. In particular, it assumes that clusters are selected for querying with probability proportional to size (similar to Theorem 1 from [6] ). In transfer learning, we typically begin with m "free" labeled source points. To apply Theorem 4.1, we must assume that these, too, were sampled at random from a larger pool of N S ∝ m/(bt − m) source points. This value will change with each iteration of HATL, but the source data set is of fixed size. In practice, however, these assumptions should have minimal impact. Now we present experimental results that confirm our intuition and analysis and deepen our understanding of HATL. All code and data for these experiments (including implementations of HSAL [6] , TIWCAL [10] , and JOTAL [4] ), may be found at http://www-bcf.usc.edu/∼liu32/code.html.
Synthetic data:
We design a series of onedimensional synthetic data sets to examine the behavior of HATL and compare its performance with HSAL under different conditions. We create a single target domain and five source domains (S1 − S5) of varying similarity to the target domain, as visualized in Figure 1a . The target data fall into four distinct clusters of equal size and extent, while each source domain has between two and four clusters of different sizes and at different locations. All domains share the same labeling function: we divide the real line into four regions with alternating labels. For our experiments, we sample 25 data sets with 200 points each from each domain. Measuring domain similarity: We approximate the d H∆H distance (denotedd H∆H ) using a domain separator hypothesis [15] , i.e., a classifier trained to distinguish source from target points. The accuracy of this classifier is proportional to the distance between distributions: the more separable the classes, the more different their distributions. We use a 1NN classifier (the type of classifier induced by HATL) as our domain separator and its mean accuracy (estimated via 10-fold cross validation) as thed H∆H distance.
Label imputation error: Figure 1b shows target label imputation error versus target label queries for HSAL and HATL using S1, S3, and S5. We report mean performance (with 95% confidence intervals) across all 25 data samples from each domain. HATL provides substantial benefit over HSAL, particularly with few queries. It takes HSAL over 20 queries to reach a mean error of 0.1. Using S1, HATL reaches 0.1 with 15 queries (a 25% reduction) and dominates HSAL through all 50 queries. Using S2 HATL outperforms HSAL through the first 15 queries and is competitive thereafter. S5 provides an early benefit but increases HATL's error in the long run. This is not surprising: S5 has the highestd H∆H distance and minimal cluster overlap. This is an example of a persistent negative bias leading to a plateau, as discussed in Section 3.3.
Tightness of Theorem 4.1: We are also interested in exploring the tightness and utility of the bound in Theorem 4.1. While it is intuitive and delivers insight into the strengths and limitations of HATL, such bounds are known to be loose in practice. We can rewrite it as bounding the deviation between the target and optimal overall label imputation errors:
We have dropped the ε * ST and square root terms from the theoretical bound. The former will be negligibly small since we labeled all synthetic data sets using the same labeling function. The latter is large because the synthetic data sets are very small (for N T = 200, 2 log(2N T )/(2N T ) > 0.25) and will overwhelm the domain similarity term. The remaining righthand term is the weighted similarity between source and target domains, which we can again approximate using the 1NN domain separator classifier. We will subsequently denote this asd H∆H . We estimate the lefthand term (the deviation) as follows: first, we set the label imputation error threshold η = 0.05 and perform a greedy breadthfirst search for a pruning P * with error (P * ) ≤ η. Then we run HATL and identify the first iteration where (P ) ≤ (P * ) + η. We assume that we have enough queries to satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. Finally, we compute the target-only error T (P ) and the deviation term. Figure 1c compares the average deviation with the averaged H∆H distance for each source data set. The actual deviation is nearly constant across data sets, between 0.06 and 0.07. The deviation predicted byd H∆H grows faster than the actual deviation. This is surprising because Theorem 4.1 suggest that HATL's performance should improve as d H∆H distance decreases. We can derive some insight into why this might not be the case if we consider S2 vs. S4 (Figure 1d) . S2 clearly hurts the performance of HATL; its initial error is as bad as HSAL, and it plateaus very early. S4 is nearly perfect from the beginning. This is because S4 has points lying in all four regions of the true labeling function and provides a useful initial bias for HATL. S2 has points concentrated only in the center two regions. However, S2 has a lowerd H∆H distance than S4. This suggests that while d H∆H is a principled and often useful measure of domain similarity, it has important limitations. In particular, it ignores the sometimes complex interaction between the marginal data and conditional label distributions.
Sentiment classification:
Next, we perform experiments using version 2.0 of the Multi-Domain Sentiment Classification (sentiment) data set [3] of Amazon product reviews. Each product category is treated as a domain, and the task is to predict the sentiment (positive or negative) of an individual review based on its contents. In version 2.0, each category contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative documents, represented as sparse vector of word and bigram counts from a vocabulary of well over a million unique entries. We reduced the number of features to just over 2000 unigrams and converted raw counts to log counts. We used 10-fold cross-validation to estimate the prediction error on the test set. For each experiment, we choose one category as the target domain. We start with zero target data labels and run active learning until all labels have been queried. For the active transfer learning algorithms, we use a second category as our source data, choosing 200 positive and 200 negative examples at random to use as the labeled sample. HATL also uses the remaining 1600 unlabeled source data points in its clustering but does not have access to the true labels.
We compare HATL's performance against standard baselines and competing state-of-the-art algorithms, including HSAL, passive transfer learning (train on source plus labeled target points chosen at random), and joint transfer and batch-mode active learning (JOTAL) [4] . The reported accuracies use a linear classifier with squared hinge loss and L 2 regularization (from LIBLINEAR [7] ). For HSAL and HATL, the classifier is trained on all training data (including source for HATL) with imputed labels. Other algorithms are trained only on data points for which labels are available or queried. Figure 2 shows results using kitchen as target and dvd as source. These are among the least similar categories [3] . The baseline supervised (train on labeled target data) accuracy for kitchen is 0.8925 ± 0.0121. The baseline unsupervised transfer learning (train on all dvd data) accuracy is 0.7850 ± 0.0283. HATL outperforms the competing approaches throughout the entire label query budget (Figure 2a and Figure 2b ). The initial test set accuracy of both HATL and JOTAL is equivalent to that of the unsupervised transfer learning baseline and 7 points better than the passive transfer learner. This suggests that HATL and JOTAL can both perform unsupervised transfer learning effectively, using very different approaches. Figure 2c shows that HATL can also perform semi-supervised learning; with even a small number of queries, the accuracy for target points in the clustering is higher than for the test set. HATL significantly outperforms HSAL. With zero target labels, HATL is 30 points better than HSAL in both label imputation accuracy and test set accuracy. HSAL improves more rapidly over the first few hundred label queries, but HATL continues to outperform HSAL by at least a few points in accuracy until the very end. Further, HATL converges to the fully labeled supervised learning performance, just as HSAL does. This indicates that it avoids negative transfer, successfully adapting the initial source-based transfer bias based on the target label feedback that it receives.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have described a unified framework for active transfer learning, called Hierarchical Active Transfer Learning (HATL), which uses the machinery of the wellknown, clustering-based Hierarchical Sampling for Active Learning (HSAL) [6] . HATL exploits source and target domain similarity in the form of shared cluster structure to impute labels for unlabeled target data and gradually adapts this transfer as it active queries target labels. We formalized the intuition behind HATL by deriving an upper bound on the target label imputation error that includes terms related to the imputation error of an optimal pruning and the similarity and respective sizes of the source and target data sets. We used synthetic data experiments to deepen our understanding of the error bound and of when and how HATL works. On a benchmark domain adaptation data set [3] , HATL outperformed its progenitor algorithm, HSAL, and competed with a state-of-the-art active transfer learning framework [4] . What is more, our results suggest that this flexible framework can also be used to perform unsupervised transfer learning and semi-supervised learning. For future work, we are exploring ways to enable HATL to adapt more rapidly to target label queries. One possibility is to reweight source data (based on cluster proportions) whenever the pruning changes. We are also experimenting with alternative measures (e.g., two-sample tests) of the within-cluster label agreement between source and target points.
7.1 HSAL: Algorithm 2 shows original HSAL algorithm, adapted from [6, Algorithm 1], which we use as a subroutine in HATL. Below we provide a high-level description of how it works and of notation. We direct readers interested in further detail to [6] .
Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Sampling for Active Learning (HSAL) [6] 1: Input: Hierarchical cluster tree T of labeled and unlabeled data X , including optional instance weights; initial pruning P and labeling L; active learning label budget B, batch size b, and oracle 2: q ←− 0 // number of label queries made so far 3: repeat
4:
Q ← {} // list of queried nodes 5: for i = 1 to b do 6: (v, x) ←− ChooseNextQuery(P ) 7: y ←− oracle(x), Q ←− Q ∪ {v} 8: for u ∈ T where x ∈ X(u) do
9:
UpdateNodeStatistics(x, y, u) // counts, estimates and bounds, admissibility, score for each v ∈ Q do The algorithm takes as its input a hierarchical clustering (in the form of a tree T ) over all data points, optionally including some labels (e.g., when called from HATL). A tree T v contains a hierarchy of nodes rooted at node v (where T = T root ). If we descend far enough down T v , we reach a leaf node x, which is in fact a data point. Denote the set of data points associated with an arbitrary node v as X(v) = u:ch(v) X(u), i.e., v is associated with all of its children's points. Trivially, X(x) = x. A pruning P v of tree T v is a subset of v's descendant nodes containing all points associated with v: X(v) = ∪ u:desc(v) X(u). P is the pruning of the complete tree T . A labeling L(v) is a mapping of a node v to a label. We typically work with a pruning/labeling pair (P, L). The algorithm begins with an initial pruning P = {root} and labeling L(root) = +1, i.e., our pruning is just the root of T and we assign all data points the same arbitrary label.
The active learning loop is performed in lines 3-17, where we iteratively query a batch of b labels and update our node statistics, pruning P , and labeling L, until our budget B is spent or no unlabeled target points remain. We choose query t using ChooseNextQuery (line 11). Typically, we first select a node v from current pruning P and then choose a unlabeled point x ∈ X(v) at random. The node selection procedure determines the nature of our active learning strategy. [6] recommends choosing v with probability proportional to the product of its size and estimated label purity (p(v) ∝ w v (1 − p
